
The Road
Make inferences about setting, 

conflict, & characters.



Inferences

• Inference:
idea/conclusion/deductio
n.

– Many intriguing questions
are not answered explicitly.

Reread the following
passages and make logical
inferences based on DIDLS
and prior knowledge.



• “He thought the month was
October, but he wasn’t sure. He
hadn’t kept a calendar for years.
They were moving south.
There’d be no surviving another
winter here” (McCarthy 4).
–Infer about the current conditions?

–What conflicts might the characters
face?



• “He took the pistol from his belt
and laid it on the cloth, and then
he just sat watching the boy
sleep” (5).

•

–Infer why the man might need
a pistol nearby?

–What can you infer about the
man and boy’s relationship?



You & Class• “Clamped to the handle of the
cart was a chrome motorcycle
mirror that he used to watch
the road behind them” (6).

–Infer why the father feels
compelled to clamp a mirror
to the grocery cart.



• “Are you there? he whispered.
Will I see you last? Have you a
neck by which to throttle you?
Have you a heart?” (11-12).

•

–Make an inference about to
whom the man may be
addressing?

–What can you infer about the
man’s conflict?



You & Partner
• “He thought the bloodcults

must have all consumed one
another. No one traveled this
road. No road-agents, no
marauders” (16).

–Make an inference about the
groups of people who populate
this world.



On Your Own
• “Later he woke in the dark and

he thought that he’d heard
bulldrums beating somewhere in
the low dark hills” (17).

–Make an inference about who is 
beating the drums in the forest.  

–What can you infer about this 
society?



You & Partner
• “He watched the boy sleeping. 

Can you do it? When the time 
comes? Can you?” (29).

– To what is the man 
referring? To whom is he 
speaking?



As you continue to read…

• Annotate for DIDLS and tone 

• Ask questions in the margin

• Explore unknown words

• Note and reflect on the ideas of:

– dreams vs. daydreams (flashbacks)

– universal experiences vs. experiences related to setting

– benefits and drawbacks of relationships re: survival

– criticisms of present day society/warnings for future



Setting & Conflict

– What time of year?
– What does the 

landscape look like?
• What happened to the 

earth? What struggles 
will the man and boy 
face?  

• McCarthy does not state 
specifically what 
happened. What effect 
does not telling have on  
tone and audience?

• What do we know about 
the setting?
– What part of the 

country?
• “…everything 

depended on 
reaching the 
coast…”
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Character

• Describe the relationship 
between the man and the 
boy.

• Why doesn’t McCarthy give 
them names?

• What effect does this 
namelessness have?

“…like pilgrims in a fable…” 
Pilgrim: traveler to a holy place

Fable: similar to a parable; teaches moral lesson
Universal quality



• Distinctive features:
– no chapters

– short vignettes

– punctuation (no contractions, semi-
colons, colons, few commas)

– sparse dialogue (w/o quotation marks)

• What purpose might McCarthy have 
in choosing to write in this manner? 

• How do the stylistic features relate 
to the plot, setting, and theme(s)?

Style

McCarthy's language and syntax

Day to day; hour to hour; min to min survival

Minimalistic existence;  bare basics 
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You and the Class
• “In the living room, the bones of a

small animal dismembered and
placed in a pile. Possibly a cat. A
glass tumbler by the door” (26). [A
tumbler is a drinking glass with a
thick, flat bottom]

–Infer what events may had led to
this animal to be in its present
state.



On Your Own• “Already it was hard going and he
stopped often to rest. Slogging to the
edge of the road with his back to the
child where he stood bent with his
hands on his knees, coughing. He
raised up and stood with weeping eyes.
On the gray snow a fine mist of blood”
(30).

– Infer what is happening to the father’s 
health.  What is most likely the cause?


